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Abstract 

 The research in this paper explores how clustering and partitioning analysis can work to 

predict human decision making and behavior in the context of the reality television show 

Survivor. By building off of recent research in partitioning signed social networks, this research 

examines if it is possible to predict how people on the show will group themselves based on their 

observed social interactions. Also, this research examines if it is possible to predict who 

contestants will vote out of the social group based on their social interactions and how 

contestants describe one another.  

Introduction 

 Recently, there has been research done on how graph theory can be used with data from 

social media to predict the habits and behaviors of people online. Using mathematical ideas to 

predict human behavior is a daunting idea because the human brain is very complex. I wanted to 

take the idea that graph theory could be used to predict human behavior and test it on a specific 

social group: the contestants on the reality television game show Survivor. In Survivor, 

contestants who have never met are put in a deserted location with each other and are forced to 

survive and compete in challenges. Each week the contestants vote someone out of the game. I 

wanted to know if it would be possible to predict who would be voted out by the contestants 

given knowledge of their social dynamics and their perceptions of each other. I have created an 

algorithm that attempts to predict this by using a clustering analysis to predict how the 

contestants will divide themselves for voting purposes and by using an analysis of how each 

contestant is perceived by their peers to determine who will be targeted to be voted off of the 

show. 
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Survivor Rules/Overview 

Challenges 

A challenge in Survivor is a physical or mental test for the players. It can be presented as 

a team challenge or an individual challenge. If a person or a team wins the challenge, they 

receive a reward. The reward can be either immunity from being voted out at tribal council or a 

luxury item such as food, pillows, or survival gear. Challenges are comprised of activities that 

test players’ physical strength, communication skills, and mental acuity. These activities usually 

involve moving heavy objects, solving puzzles, or enduring physical pain.  

Tribal Council 

Tribal council is the mechanism used in the game to facilitate the vote. Before the vote 

takes place, the host asks players questions about camp life, their strategies, and how they 

perceive the tribe’s social dynamics. After the host is finished questioning  the players, each 

player leaves the main room one at a time to go to a private area to cast their vote for who should 

go home. The votes are confidential, although it is usually very simple for players to deduce who 

voted for who after the votes have been read. Once all of the players have voted, the votes are 

read one at a time and the player with the most votes goes home. In the event of a tie, there is a 

revote in which the players not involved in the tie cast a new vote for one of the players involved 

in the tie. Once all of the players have cast their vote, the votes are read and the person with the 

most votes goes home. If there is still a tie after the revote, all of the players who are not 

involved in the tie draw black and white colored rocks from a bag and the player who draws the 

black rock goes home. After one of the players has been sent home, the remaining players are 

sent back to camp. 
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Camp Life 

Apart from when they are competing in challenges or participating in tribal council, the 

players are left to their own devices at their tribe’s camp. The players are responsible for 

building and maintaining a shelter, preparing food, getting drinking water, tending to the fire, 

and entertaining themselves. Most of the time the players spend at camp is used for forming 

relationships and discussing strategies with the other players. Players can also be pulled away by 

members of the production team to film a confessional. A confessional is when a player is taken 

to a secluded area near camp where other players cannot hear them and they talk about how they 

feel about the game, other players, and their personal strategy.  

Immunity 

Having immunity is the only way a player can guarantee that they will not be voted out of 

the game on any given week. Immunity is most commonly won in challenges. If a tribe wins 

immunity in a challenge, then each member of the tribe has immunity. If an individual wins 

immunity, they can use the immunity for themselves or they can give it to another tribe member, 

however it is very uncommon for a player to give immunity that has been won in a challenge to 

another player. The only other way for a player to get immunity is if they play a hidden 

immunity idol or another player plays a hidden immunity idol on their behalf. More information 

on hidden immunity idols can be found in the Twists section. 

Overview of Season 

Each season has 16-20 players. The players are divided into 2 or 3 tribes depending on 

the season. Each tribe lives on a separate beach. For the first half of the game, the tribes 

complete against each other in challenges in order to win luxury rewards and tribal immunity. 
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The players must work with the other players on their tribe to succeed. If one tribe gets too small 

or the producers want to make game play more interesting, the players might be reassigned to 

new tribes approximately a quarter of the way through the season. The tribe that comes in last 

place at the immunity challenge must go to tribal council and vote one of its players off. Players 

voted off before the half way point of the game are not seen again in the game. At the half way 

mark, all of the tribes are merged into one big tribe and the challenges become individual 

challenges for individual immunity. Now all of the players go to tribal council each week to vote 

off another player. Players voted off after the merge become part of the jury. Jury members 

observe all tribal councils after they are voted off, but they are not allowed to interact with the 

players who are still in the game. Once all but 2 or 3 players have been voted off, the remaining 

players go to a final tribal council. At the final tribal council, the remaining players make their 

case to the jury as to why they deserve the 1-million-dollar prize. The jury members then get a 

chance to ask the players questions. After this, the jury members each cast 1 vote for whom they 

think should win the prize. The votes are read and the player with the most votes wins the game 

and the prize money. 

Overview of Episode 

Each episode begins with some footage of the tribe(s) discussing the latest tribal council 

and discussing strategy. Then the tribes compete in a challenge. An episode can have either 1 or 

2 challenges. If the episode has 2 challenges, the first will be a reward challenge where players 

compete for a luxury reward and the second challenge would be an immunity challenge where 

players compete for immunity. There would be some footage of camp life between the two 

challenges. If there is only one challenge in the episode, it will always be an immunity challenge 

although the winner of the challenge might also win a luxury reward in addition to immunity. 
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After the immunity challenge, the players go back to camp and are given a day to decide who 

should be voted out at Tribal Council. After footage of this is shown, the players go to Tribal 

Council and are interviewed by the host about the upcoming vote. After the host is done asking 

questions, each player casts their vote, the votes are read, and the player who was voted out 

leaves. After the credits, it is revealed to the audience whom each player voted for, but the votes 

are not revealed to the players still in the game or those who have been voted out. 

Twists 

Hidden Immunity Idol 

There is a hidden immunity idol hidden at each camp. A player can find it with or without 

clues. Clues are usually hidden on/in luxury rewards won at challenges and can aid players in 

finding the hidden immunity idol. Once a player finds it, they can tell any player(s) they choose 

or they can keep it a secret. There are no restrictions on who players with knowledge of the idol 

can tell about the idol, even if the idol is not theirs. Hidden immunity idols give the person who 

plays it immunity at tribal council and any votes cast for them do not count. It must be played 

after the votes have been cast, but before the votes are read. The idol cannot be taken back by the 

player if no votes are cast for them. The idol can be given to another player before tribal council 

or at tribal council, but it cannot be stolen by another player and used. After the hidden immunity 

idol is played, it is hidden at camp again, but in a different spot. Hidden immunity idols can only 

be played when there are 5 or more players in the game. Any hidden immunity idols in the 

players’ possession after that point no longer hold any power. If a player is voted out while in 

possession of an unplayed hidden immunity idol, that player still goes home and the idol is 

hidden again at camp. A player can play multiple hidden immunity idols at one tribal council if 
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they have them in order to protect other players. Also, any number of hidden immunity idols can 

be played by any number of players at one tribal council. 

Data Collection 

Introduction 

One set of data is collected for each vote. A set of data includes values for the social 

matrix, values for the threat matrix, and the results of the vote. 

Social Matrix Scores 

What is the Social Matrix? 

Scores for each player’s relationships with all of the other players are recorded in a matrix. 

There are 7 relationship values that can be used to describe a player’s relationship with another 

player. 

• 3 – They have discussed being in the final 3 or final 2 together 

• 2 – A positive personal relationship and they have discussed game strategy 

• 1 – A positive personal relationship and they have not discussed game strategy 

• 0 – They have either not met or they haven’t been show having a conversation 

• -1 – A negative personal relationship and they have discussed game strategy 

• -2 – A negative personal relationship and they have not discussed game strategy 

• -3 – A negative personal relationship that reaches the level of personal hatred 

How is Data Collected? 

Scores for the social matrix are assigned based on the conversations the players have with 

each other and what the players say in confessionals. To determine if one player has a positive or 
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negative personal relationship with another player, the conversations between the two players, 

the first player’s confessionals, and what the first player has said about the second player to other 

players is considered. To determine if two players have discussed game strategy, the 

conversations that happen between the two players about who each of them wanted to vote out or 

align with are considered. It is also important to note that if a player immediately contradicts the 

game strategy talk they had with another player in a confessional, that game strategy talk does 

not count toward the scores is the social matrix for that player and only counts for the social 

matrix scores of the player they were talking to. Also, all of the scores in the social matrix at the 

end of an episode carry over to the start of the next episode in the season, excluding the scores 

relating to the player who was voted out. The social matrix score for player i’s opinion of player 

j would be recorded in cell socialMatrix{ij} in the social Matrix. 

Threat Matrix Scores 

What is the Threat Matrix? 

Throughout the game there are certain characteristics that players use to identify potential 

allies and potential threats in other players. The Threat Matrix is used to measure these 

characteristics for each player. The way a player is described by the other players in the game is 

recorded in the Threat Matrix. The values recorded for each player are Strategic Game Play, 

Physical Strength, Physical Weakness, Idol Possession, Alliance Flipping, and Challenge 

Victories and Loses. 

How is Data Collected? 

When collecting data from an episode, there are certain keywords or actions that are used to 

determine each player’s score for each characteristic. They are as follows: 
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• Strategic Game Play – If a player is described as “strategic” by another player, they are 

given a value of 1 for this characteristic, otherwise they are given a value of 0. 

• Physical Strength – If a player is described as “a physical threat”, “strong”, or “a threat in 

challenges” by another player, they are given a value of 1 for this characteristic, 

otherwise they are given a value of 0. 

• Physical Weakness – If a player is described as “not a physical threat”, “weak”, or “bad 

in challenges” by another player, they are given a value of 1 for this characteristic, 

otherwise they are given a value of 0. 

• Idol Possession – If a player is suspected of having a hidden immunity idol by another 

player, they are given a value of 1 for this characteristic, otherwise they are given a value 

of 0. Also, the value a player is given for this characteristic is not dependent on whether 

or not they actually have a hidden immunity idol, only whether or not they are suspected 

of having one. 

• Alliance Flipping – Each time a player lies to their current alliance and votes with 

another alliance at tribal council instead of the alliance they were previously committed 

to, this value is incremented by 1. 

• Challenge Victories – If a player is credited by another player with being the reason a 

tribe won a team challenge or the player won an individual challenge, this value is 

incremented by 1. 

• Challenge Loses – In a team challenge, if a player is blamed by at least one of the other 

players for the loss of the challenge, this value is incremented by 1. 
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Results 

Results of a vote are recorded in a table in which the players who voted are the column 

headers and the players whom each player voted for are the row headers. The total vote counts 

for each player who received votes are stored in the table, as well as who went home, and which 

players, if any, had immunity from the challenge or played a hidden immunity idol.  

Predictive Algorithm 

Alliance Prediction 

Related Research 

The main basis for my clustering analysis came from “Partitioning Signed Social 

Networks” by Patrick Doreian and Andrej Mrvar. In their paper they use the idea of a balanced 

signed network, which is a network in which there are two subsets of nodes and all arcs between 

nodes with positive values must be between nodes in the same subset and all arcs between nodes 

with negative values must be between nodes in different subsets. It should also be noted that no 

node can be in both of the subsets. In order to find a balanced signed network, a block model is 

used to analyze the network. All of the arc values can be represented in a matrix. In order for the 

network to be balanced, there must be some way to arrange the columns and rows so that there 

are two positive blocks and two negative blocks. When arranging the matrix, the columns and 

rows must be in the same order, meaning if column 3 represents node C, the row the represents 

node C must also be the third row. This maintains the accuracy of the arc values stored in the 

matrix. A positive block would be a submatrix that contains only positive and zero values, while 

a negative block would be a submatrix containing only negative and zero values. For a network 
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to be balanced, none of the positive and negative submatrices can overlap and combined they 

must contain all of the values in the original matrix (Doreian and Mrvar). 

Modifications Made for This Algorithm 

In “partitioning Signed Social Networks”, Doreian and Mrvar focused mostly on social 

networks with possible arc values belonging to the set {-1,0,1}. I expanded on that set using the 

possible arc values of {-3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3}. I also did not focus solely on determining if a network 

was balanced. Instead, I searched through all of the possible combinations of alliances in the 

social matrix to find the one that was closest to balanced and used that set of alliances in my 

threat prediction analysis. I used two different methods to predict alliances. For the first, I tried 

to create the most balanced network by counting {-3,-2,-1} as negative values and {1,2,3} as 

positive values. The alliances are based on players positive or negative feelings towards one 

another. Players in an alliance should like the other players in the alliance and dislike the players 

outside of the alliance. The second way I tried to predict alliances was using players’ strategic 

relationships. Values in the social matrix of {3,2,-1} are counted as positive and {-3,-2,1} are 

counted ass negative because based on how I assigned the values in the social matrix, values of 

{-3,-2,1} mean that the players do not talk about strategy with each other and values of {-1,2,3} 

mean that players do talk about strategy with one another. These alliances would not be based on 

personal feelings, but more on players’ strategic feelings. 

Threat Prediction 

 Now that I had two alliances made, I needed to out figure out who each alliance would 

target to vote out. To do this, I first started by breaking up the social matrix into 4 submatrices: 

the top left corner which is how members of alliance 1 feel about each other, the bottom right 

corner which is how members of alliance 2 feel about each other, the bottom left corner which is 
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how members of alliance 1 feel about members of alliance 2, and the top right corner which is 

how members of alliance 2 feel about members of alliance 1. Using the bottom left and top right 

submatrices, I calculated a social score for each player. These scores were the sum of all of the 

values in the social matrix directed at a player from all of the players in the opposing alliance. 

For example, if player i were not in an alliance with j and k, then the social score for i would be 

socialMatrix{ji}+socialMatrix{ki}. I also used several values from the threat matrix to calculate 

a player’s total threat score. I used the physical strength, physical weakness, and strategic game 

play values I collected in my data. To calculate the threat score for a player, I created an equation 

that sums the social score (a), the strength score (b), the weakness score (c), and the strategic 

game play score (d) for a player. Each of those values summed in the equation has a coefficient 

that gives the value more or less weight in the total threat score. Also, the coefficients can be 

positive or negative so that traits a player possesses can positively or negatively affect their 

threat score.  

threatScore = (a* socialWeight)+(b*strengthWeight)+(c*weaknessWeight)+(d*strategicWeight) 

where socialWeight, strengthWeight, weaknessWeight, strategicWeight ∈{-1, -.8, -.6, -.4, -.2, 0, 

.2, .4, .6, .8, 1}. The player with the highest positive threat score would be considered the most 

threatening player. The most threatening player is calculated for each alliance. This would 

determine who the opposing alliance would target to be voted out. I did not calculate a threat 

score for any player who had immunity during tribal council, like the kind won at immunity 

challenges, because they are not eligible to be voted out and the other players know this in 

advance and know not to target them. 
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Ties in Threat Scores 

If there are multiple players with the highest threat score in an alliance, one of them must 

be chosen to be the target of the other alliance. The main trait that can break a tie is if one of the 

players is suspected of having a hidden immunity idol. Whether or not someone with a hidden 

immunity idol will be targeted is determined by if the alliance targeting that person can split their 

votes. Splitting their votes means that members of the alliance vote for two different people so 

that if a hidden immunity idol is played by one of the people they voted for, the other person they 

voted for will go home instead of one of their alliance members going home. An alliance can 

only split the vote if they have at least two less than twice the number of members as the 

opposing alliance. That way they can they can have the same or more votes for each of the two 

people they are targeting as the opposing alliance will have for whom they are targeting. If there 

is a tie, all of the alliance members can move their votes to one person to break the tie. If an 

alliance wants to target someone who has an idol, they must be able to split the votes or it is too 

risky and they will target someone without an idol. If they can split the votes, they will target the 

person with the idol. If none of the biggest threats have an idol, the target is chosen at random 

from the biggest threats. 

Phases 

 I broke the game into four phases based on the basic strategy I believe is used by the 

players at different parts of the game. In each phase, players need to adjust their strategy in order 

to stay in the game and need to target different types of players because at different points in the 

game, certain character traits become more or less threatening. Figure 1 details the phases, when 

they happen in the game, the basic strategy players usually take during the phase, and what kinds 
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of players are targeted to be voted out. In order for these phases to be reflected in the algorithm, 

each phase has its own set of coefficients for the threat analysis equation. 

 

Figure 1: A diagram showing the four phases of the game, when they happen, the usual strategy most players take based on my 

observations, and who players usually target based on my observations. 

Finding the Best Coefficients 

 In order to find the best coefficients for the threat equation, a series of different 

coefficients are run on the data and the set of coefficients with the most number of correct 

predictions is what is used for the threat equation. Possible values for the coefficients are { -1,-

.8,-.6,-.4,-.2,0,.2,.4,.6,.8,1}. There can be duplicates of coefficients in one set. For example, 
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[1,1,1,1] is a valid set of coefficients in which all of the traits are weighted equally in the 

equation. 

Determining Who Will Go Home 

 First, I determined which alliance had the most players in it because they would have the 

power to vote off who they found most threatening, unless the person who they were targeting 

played a hidden immunity idol and they did not split the votes. If the alliance with the most 

players votes for someone with a hidden immunity idol, the person targeted by the smaller 

alliance would go home. If the alliances are the same size, the algorithm does not decide which 

person will go home, but it accepts the biggest threat from either alliance as an acceptable 

conclusion. The algorithm then checks its prediction with the actual result in the data and returns 

true if it was correct and false if it was not. 

Results 

In total, I collected data from 55 episodes of Survivor, spanning 4 seasons. Those 

episodes were broken up into the 4 phases giving me 15, 12, 15, and 14 episodes for phases 1, 2, 

3, and 4 respectively. 

Comparing the Results for Different Types of Alliances 

 Using personal feelings and strategic feelings to determine how the players were broken 

up into alliances led to similar results as seen in Figure 2. Using strategic feelings had a slight 

advantage for the data in phases 1 and 4, no advantage in phase 2, and a slight disadvantage in 

phase 3. The algorithms in each case performed better than a random selection. 
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Figure 2: The success rate of the algorithm for each phase and alliance type. 

Comparing Which Coefficients Led to Success 

 A difference between which coefficients led to the best results between alliances types 

was only evident in data from phase 2. In phases 1, 3, and 4, the strength, weakness, strategic, 

and social coefficients were all distributed in the same way for both alliance types. In phase 2, 

coefficients for alliances based on strategic feelings were evenly distributed over the range of 

possible coefficients. For alliances based on personal feelings, almost all of the coefficients that 

led to successful outcomes were positive for all of the types of coefficients as seen in Figure 3. 

 Most of the successful sets of coefficients had higher strength coefficients in phases 2 and 

3 as shown in Figure 4. This is what I suspected based on my understanding of the basic game 

strategy I described in Figure 1 because players who are physically strong and therefore good at 

winning individual immunity challenges become bigger threats right before and right after 

individual immunity challenges begin to happen in the game. I was surprised that the strength 

coefficient in phase 1 was not skewed more negatively. It turned out to be fairly balanced which 

did not fit with my understanding of the basic strategy of the game. 

 I was also surprised the weakness coefficient had a similar distribution to the strength 

coefficient for all of the phases. Based on the basic strategy of the game, it would make sense 
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that the strength and weakness coefficients would be inversely related especially in phases 1 and 

2, however the data does not show that this is the case as seen in Figure 5. 

 Successful strategic coefficients were mostly negative in phase 1, mostly positive in 

phases 2 and 3, and evenly distributed between negative and positive in phase 4 as seen in Figure 

6. I found the results for phase 4 surprising because strategic players are usually targeted more in 

phase 4 in the basic game strategy. The results for phase 1 made sense though because players 

are usually more concerned with survival in phase 1 than strategy and so strategy is not as big of 

a threat as someone fitting in with the group. 

 Successful social coefficients were mostly positive in phases 2 and 3. They were more 

evenly distributed in phases 1 and 4. I found the results for phase 1 surprising because being 

disliked by other players is usually one of the main reasons players get sent home in phase 1. I 

was also surprised by the phase 4 results because well liked players are usually sent home in 

phase 4 because they have a high chance of winning, but the data shows that a players social 

score was not consistently influential in determining who was targeted for elimination in that 

phase.   
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Figure 3: The distributions of the threat score coefficients in phase 2, showing how the distributins differ between alliance types 

for each coefficient. 
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Figure 4: A diagram showing the distribution of strength coefficients from the most successful set of coefficients for each phase, 

regardless of alliance type. 

 

Figure 5: A diagram showing the distribution of weakness coefficients from the most successful set of coefficients for each phase, 

regardless of alliance type. 
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Figure 6: A diagram showing the distribution of strategic coefficients from the most successful set of coefficients for each phase, 

regardless of alliance type. 

 

Figure 7: A diagram showing the distribution of social coefficients from the most successful set of coefficients for each phase, 

regardless of alliance type. 
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Conclusion 

 I think the algorithm performed well on the data I collected. I think this project could be 

improved with more data, but due to time constraints that wasn’t possible. I also think more 

research could be done on the threat analysis to make it more accurate. Throughout this project, I 

learned a lot about how clustering analysis is used to predict how humans will group themselves 

in social settings. Because humans are complex creatures, it can be hard to create an algorithm 

that goes through the same decision-making process as a human. In this project, I tried to start 

with the most basic decision-making algorithm and expand upon it as my project progressed. 

There are many things I could have added to the algorithm to increase its complexity, given the 

time. Although it is possible to create an algorithm that can predict human behavior to some 

extent, I don’t believe there can be an algorithm that can exactly mimic the complexity of the 

human brain. Overall, this algorithm predicted the voting outcomes in Survivor a majority of the 

time. With more work, I think the accuracy and consistency of the predictions could be 

improved, but its current performance is acceptable and met the project’s goal. 

Note: All data and code collected for this project can be found at 

https://bitbucket.org/ctmartin/math-thesis/overview.  
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